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Eliminate
Blind Spots
Even those companies that assess their
supply chain risks miss important factors.
BY GAIL DUTTON

S

upply chain risk has become one of the
top five concerns in many boardrooms as
awareness of vulnerabilities has increased,
yet few shippers have developed adequate
strategies to address that risk. An extensive
range of issues can cause disruptions, and
an ‘all-risks’ insurance often does not cover
losses caused by delays.
“The ability to manage supply chain
risks often is the difference between success and failure,” observes Jamie Crystal,
executive VP, Crystal & Company, a strategic risk and
insurance advisor. Breaking through siloed mindsets is
one of the keys. One fallacy is that companies attribute
risk primarily to manufacturers. But, Crystal says, “If
you have a physical product, you have supply chain risk
exposure. It’s not just a concern for manufacturers.”
“One of the key challenges is that companies think
very narrowly about risk,” says Greg Szczesny, managing
director, risk assurance practice, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC). “They treat risk within silos, considering
suppliers’ financial viability, or manufacturing risks, or
different trade routes or providers.” Yet, they fail to see
the overall picture.
As Szczesny elaborates, “Make executives and board
members aware of the multiple perspectives of supply
chain risk. As with other programs, bring in experts
across the various disciplines to ensure decision makers
aren’t talking about the problem with preconceived solutions in mind.”
He recommends identifying a challenge and then
looking at multiple contributing factors with input from
finance, marketing, supply chain and other functions to

emphasize the need to look more broadly at the issues.
“That brings clarity,” and an opportunity for unique,
tailored solutions, he says.
“Most companies understand their supply chains
pretty well in terms of products manufactured and
products required for final components,” Szczesny
says. “Now they are focusing on a vendor management
system, considering risks from transportation, suppliers’
locations, financial viability, quality metrics, etc. Their
analysis is becoming cross-functional.
“During the downturn of 2008-2009, the risks
weren’t well-identified. With a strong economy, they
didn’t have to be managed as tightly because there had
been a good profit margin,” Szczesny continues. With
today’s lower profit margins, however, managers need a
better understanding of risk to deliver profits.
Incidence Probability Increases

Although the risks present today were present 20 years ago,
“Their likelihood of occurring is changing,” according to
George T. Haley, Ph.D., director, Center for International
Industry Competitiveness, University of New Haven.
Incidence is not triggered just by distance or country
of origin. Instead, many of the risks are precipitated by
the challenges inherent in emerging markets and their
effects upon costs. “Emerging markets are more prone
to bubbles and bursts,” he points out.
Take China, for example. As that economy grows,
it imports more petroleum and natural gas, increasing
global demand and causing volatility in the global fuels
markets. Shippers and carriers, however, overlooked that
and a tremendously underestimated fuel cost, Haley, a
noted China expert, elaborates.
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Under requirements first laid out in the Dodd-Frank
Bill (The Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act), the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
expects companies to file reports by May 31, 2014, tracing the origin of specific minerals used in their components. A similar EU requirement also comes into force
in 2014, although the exact timeframe depends on how
well the requirement works in the U.S.
Both U.S. and EU requirements focus on tin, tungsten,
tantalum and gold (dubbed 3TG), and require detailed
information from tier one suppliers. The challenge is that,
particularly for Asian suppliers, the information is not
complete and the system to trace materials to their source
is not mature, Szczesny says. As recently as May 2013,
more than half the 900 executives PwC surveyed had not
begun to develop a traceability program.
Product design is another generally overlooked risk
consideration. “By designing out elements that have limited supplier availability, companies can help reduce the
overall risk of supply chain interruptions,” notes Rick
Pay, principal, The R Pay Company LLC. “Companies
can work with suppliers to select materials that are more
common, lower cost and easier to source.”
Supplier Failure

Companies may not
understand all the risks
of physical damage,
theft and carrier
prequalification, notes
Pete Wilcox of Travelers
Risk Control.
Source: The Travelers
Indemnity Company

“But, as shipping distances increase, those fuel costs
form a greater part of acquisition costs.” Raw materials
are subjected to the same types of market pressure as oil
and gas. Wage inflation is another often overlooked risk.
“Twenty years ago, China had a low-cost labor market.
Today, its wage costs are 20 percent higher than Mexico’s,” Haley says.
Clearly, today’s risks are not limited to physical threats
like tsunamis, floods or fire. Labor issues, productivity
drops, technology glitches and even electric supply issues
all can cause significant disruption. Additionally, pandemic events (like the 2003 SARS epidemic), materials
shortages and sovereign actions are additional concerns
in a global supply chain. As one example, when China
embargoed rare earth elements in 2011, nations throughout the globe launched or expanded extraction operations
and, by year’s end 2013, largely mitigated the threat.
Conflict Minerals

One of the newest risks involves the attempt to eliminate
conflict minerals. The effort to trace minerals back to
the country of origin, and even to the original smelter,
indirectly affects approximately 270,000 companies
worldwide.
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Another important, but overlooked, risk is the extent to
which changes in suppliers fail. As Haley, quoting an
AMR Research study, points out, “When companies
contract with new suppliers, between 20 and 25 percent
of those relationships fail within two years. Within five
years, 50 percent fail, and 70 percent of purchasers say
the new supplier didn’t understand their needs.”
Also, he says, initial cost estimates generally were
lower than the actuality. Therefore, Haley advises companies to “consider working with their present supplier
if they are generally happy with them.”
Japanese companies are a case in point. “When Japanese corporations site a plant in a foreign country, they
always want to take their existing suppliers with them.
They work hard to keep their suppliers,” Haley says.
They understand that plants, even within the same
organization, turn out slightly different components and
changing suppliers only increases that variability.
Among American companies, Haley highlights
DuPont. “DuPont is very careful in selecting its suppliers, and is very loyal to those suppliers it’s happy with.
Its managerial research group does excellent work to
identify sources of profitability and loss.”
In general, however, this is not an area of American
expertise. “American companies emphasize driving costs
down, rather than getting the best possible input for the
product.”
Loyalty issues aside, the approach to sourcing has
changed. For each raw material or component, companies today are more likely to use one or two suppliers
rather than the five or so they once used; and these suppliers are located around the world.
Those factors, combined with just-in-time delivery
and smaller on-hand inventories, have helped drive costs
out of the supply chain during the past 30 years, but they
have dramatically increased the risk profile.
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Transportation Risks

In their desire to get the product to market, carrier selection is one of the biggest risks. “Companies may not
understand all the risks of physical damage, theft and
carrier prequalification,” Pete Wilcox, technical director,
Inland Marine, Travelers’ Risk Control, says.
“Use CSA data (the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration’s Compliance, Safety, Accountability program) to determine carrier quality through its
inspections and accidents ratings,” Wilcox advises. He
also recommends performing due diligence on warehouses. Consider their fire protection systems and
security, as well as which goods your products will be
stored near and how proximity to those goods affects
your risk profile.
“Identity theft of trucking companies and fictitious
pickups are on the rise,” adds colleague Scott Cornell,
director, Travelers Investigative Services. “Most of the
time, those impersonating legitimate trucking companies are sending false information, like an insurance form
or W9, so take time to verify the information. Secondly,
when using an intermediary, there must be good communication about which carrier was selected, how it was
vetted, when it is scheduled to arrive, which driver is
assigned and how to verify that the pickup is legitimate.”
With a fictitious pickup, the company hires a legitimate
company, but imposters arrive early.
In terms of types of theft, “Strategic cargo theft is one
of the fastest growing methods of cargo theft now,” Cornell continues. “Food and beverage is the number one
stolen commodity, even ahead of electronics.”
Temperature-sensitive risks are growing, too, as more
goods require special handling. “A good shipper will
monitor the product and get printouts of temperature
fluctuations throughout transit,” Wilcox says. “Underwriters look more favorably at shippers that use monitors,” Cornell adds. In addition to using temperature
monitoring devices, he recommends working with carriers who use equipment no older than about three years.
This minimizes the risks of failure from older equipment
that may not have been maintained properly.
Global positioning monitors similar to those used to
track cold chain products also can be used for geofencing. “Geofencing is a great tool to combat straight theft,”
Cornell says. Carriers can geofence a rest stop for a few
hours, or fence off certain exits or high-theft areas along
the route. If the truck moves outside the approved areas,
the carrier is alerted instantly, dramatically increasing the
likelihood of recovery.
Risk Assessment

Risk assessments have gone from “nice to have” to
“necessity,” notes Lisa Anderson, founder, LMA Consulting Group Inc. At a minimum, they should include
supplier risks, logistics risks, supply chain systems risks
and financial risks, with a contingency for each risk.
“Most companies — including those with revenues
between $1 billion and $10 billion — lack the ability to
quantify risk at the supplier, port or country level,” Crystal says. The necessary information is not confined to
one functional area or business unit. Instead, pieces of

Identify a challenge
and look at multiple
contributing factors
with input from finance,
marketing, supply chain
and other functions.
— Greg Szczesny
the information are strewn through procurement, transportation, finance and other departments. Multiply that
complexity for multiple suppliers throughout the world,
and “it becomes very challenging to get the data to perform the analysis,” he admits.
The extent to which a risk assessment is comprehensive depends on the skills of the person in charge of that
endeavor. “Procurement managers likely will do a good
job with supplier risk, but perhaps not with other areas.
Auditors probably will do a better job with financial risk
than logistics risk,” she points out. Therefore, “Planning
for unexpected events is most often neglected,” because
they are not in any particular silo.
This blind spot occurs throughout the risk profile.
“For example, companies want to purchase mainly
from the best and least-costly suppliers, so it requires
a conscious choice from the executive team to accept
and budget for a percentage of ongoing purchases to
be from the backup supplier to mitigate risk. When
that decision starts to impact the bottom line, it
becomes harder to convert plans to reality,” Anderson elaborates.
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Emerging markets are
more prone to bubbles
and bursts.
— George T. Haley

That said, best-in-class companies are breaking analysis out of silos and are consulting with their global subsidiaries, partners and suppliers for shared perspectives
that extend both upstream and downstream.
“They’re also reaching out to customers to understand their issues,” Szczesny says. Many are bringing in
consultants to develop a foundation program that they
can further develop internally. While industry knowledge is good, it is not vital, he says. “Companies that
have never performed a supply chain risk assessment
may bring in an advisor with perspectives from multiple
industries and sectors for deep and broad insights. You
often don’t know what you don’t know,” he points out.
Start with Data

A supply chain risk analysis begins with data. When
gathering the data, first understand the process flow,
supply resiliency, inventory redundancy and business
continuity plans. That information helps risk managers
identify and assess strengths and vulnerabilities.
To determine supplier risk, Anderson asks, “Are you
dependent on one area of the world? Do you have a
backup supplier identified for all core materials?”
Logistics risk determination also assesses exposure
to acts of God, sovereign risks and whether a backup
logistics network is in place, along with a strategic inventory and collaborative agreements with customers and
suppliers.
When assessing supply chain systems risk, companies also should determine their level of dependence on
specific technology systems. “Ensure you’ve mitigated
potential systems downtime and security risks,” Anderson advises.
Develop a plan that allows the company to operate
despite technological glitches, whether that requires
mirroring IT sites, deploying mobile networks as the
primary communications system or even operating
briefly with pen and paper.
To quantify financial risk, Anderson questions the
likelihood that key partners will go out of business or
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make late payments. “Who in your extended supply
chain network could affect your supply chain performance?” she asks.
Additionally, Crystal says, “Develop a financial model
that enables a company to quantify the potential revenue
and earnings impact from a supply chain disruption.”
Then the company can begin to satisfy the insurance
underwriting requirements for exposure data at each
location in the supply chain and while goods are in transit. “Ultimately, if the risk is too great, companies can
develop a risk transfer solution — insurance.”
Risk Mitigation Strategies

A formal risk assessment turns data into actionable intelligence, empowering executives to mitigate risks. Crystal
recommends mitigating these risks by building resiliency
with extra capacity and redundancy by increasing the
parts inventory and also the finished product inventory.
For example, Crystal says, “A 270-day disruption can
be reduced to 130 days by holding a 40-day inventory of
finished products along with parts to manufacture products for 90 days.” Keeping six months of inventory could
mitigate that disruption entirely.
With sovereign risks, companies may diversify their
supply chains into additional nations or regions. Nearshoring into the Americas, for example, is a good solution for companies concerned about significant Asian
risk exposure.
“Quantifying risks allows it to become a well-understood business decision and a cost-effective tool to
reduce the impact of risk. If, for example, there is a $300
million risk exposure, a $5 million mitigation option can
be justified more easily, or weighted against a $500,000
insurance policy,” Crystal says.
Insurance options are available that allow companies
to insure portions of their supply chain against business
interruption and property loss, Pay says. For example,
“Property and casualty insurance companies have instruments to ensure suppliers’ facilities and potential business
interruptions, but many businesses don’t know this.”
“To compound matters,” Crystal says, “board
members and executives often incorrectly assume
that ‘all risks’ property insurance provides coverage.
But, that’s often not enough and doesn’t include catastrophic risks like weather, sovereign risks — which
include port and railway strikes — and financial risks
like supplier insolvency or an inability to fulfill production orders (which generally indicates disarray in
suppliers’ own systems). ‘All risks’ coverage is limited only to physical loss or damage, so if there’s no
damage there’s no coverage.”
Cargo insurance is another example, explains Crystal.
“Cargo is covered if the ship sinks, for example, but not
if the ship is delayed. This is a common oversight. Most
companies don’t have the correct insurance to cover
supply chain disruptions.” wt
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